Subject: RS
SoW Title: Judaism
Year Year 6
Date: 2018/2019
Week Title
1 How did Judaism begin?

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

To explain when, where and how Judaism began.

How did Judaism begin?

Assessment and Showcase Pieces (minimum
grade 6)

Mastery tasks

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

Handed out in class.

https://docs.google.
com/document/d/1XrktFVXQa1eoPjeR4X
_xagZUviwe2fdRYbEH7s53hAA/edit

Origins of Judaism, denominations
2 Who is Yahweh?

To describe the characteristics of God in Judaism.

3 Why did God make covenants?

To explain the purpose and nature of the covenant
with Abraham.

Handed out in class.

Who is Yahweh?
Jewish beliefs about God and Jewish scriptures

Option: Is God in Judaism seen as cruel or kind?
Handed out in class.

Why did God make covenants?
Covenant with Abraham (following breakdown of relationship with
Adam and Eve)

4 Who is Moses?

To explain who Moses is and the purpose and nature
of the covenant with Moses.

Handed out in class.

Who is Moses?
Covenent with Moses and 10 Commandments

Option: Should God have made covenants with the
people?

5 Where do Jews workship today?

To identify and explain the significance of features of a Where do Jews workship today?
synagogue.
Synagogue and religious leaders

Handed out in class.

6 What do Jews believe?

To explain the core beliefs in Judaism.

Handed out in class.

7 Who will the Messiah be?

To compare different Jewish beliefs about the
Messiah.

What do Jews believe?
Core beliefs, introduction to the Messiah

Orthodox vs Reform views
8 How do Jews celebrate?

To explain how and why Jews celebrate 3 festivals /
ceremonies.

Handed out in class.

Who will the Messiah be?

How do Jews celebrate?

Option: The Messiah will clearly be a real person.
To what extent do you agree?
Handed out in class.

Key Jewish festivals and ceremonies
9 Mazel tov!

To experience Jewish festivals / ceremonies.

Mazel tov!

Handed out in class.

Re-enact 2 Jewish celebrations.
10 REVISION
11 ASSESSMENT: Essay
12 Feedback
13 Extension

Revision

Subject:
SoW Title:
Year
Date:

Week

Lesson

Title
1 INSET
2 PCD
3

1 Full Stops

4
1
2
3
2

4
1
2
3

3

4
1
2
3

4

4
1
2
3

5

4
1
2
3

6

4
1
2
3

7

4
1
2
3

8

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

Assessment and Showcase
Pieces (minimum grade 6)

Mastery tasks

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

8

4
1
2
3

9

4
1
2
3

10

4
1 Revision
2 Revision

11

3 Assessment

Full EOC Assessment

4 Assessment

Full EOC Assessment

1 Re-teach
2 Re-teach
3 Re-teach
12

4 TEAM REACH
1
2 Feedback
3 Redrafting

13

4 TRIP

Subject: RS
SoW Title: Judaism
Year Year 68
Date: 2018/2019
Week Title
1 How did Judaism begin?

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

To explain when, where and how Judaism began.

How did Judaism begin?

Assessment and Showcase Pieces (minimum
grade 6)

Mastery tasks

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

Handed out in class.

https://docs.google.
com/document/d/1XrktFVXQa1eoPjeR4X
_xagZUviwe2fdRYbEH7s53hAA/edit

Origins of Judaism, denominations
2 Who is Yahweh?

To describe the characteristics of God in Judaism.

3 Why did God make covenants?

To explain the purpose and nature of the covenant
with Abraham.

Handed out in class.

Who is Yahweh?
Jewish beliefs about God and Jewish scriptures

Option: Is God in Judaism seen as cruel or kind?
Handed out in class.

Why did God make covenants?
Covenant with Abraham (following breakdown of relationship with
Adam and Eve)

4 Who is Moses?

To explain who Moses is and the purpose and nature
of the covenant with Moses.

Handed out in class.

Who is Moses?
Covenent with Moses and 10 Commandments

Option: Should God have made covenants with the
people?

5 Where do Jews workship today?

To identify and explain the significance of features of a Where do Jews workship today?
synagogue.
Synagogue and religious leaders

Handed out in class.

6 What do Jews believe?

To explain the core beliefs in Judaism.

Handed out in class.

7 Who will the Messiah be?

To compare different Jewish beliefs about the
Messiah.

What do Jews believe?
Core beliefs, introduction to the Messiah

Orthodox vs Reform views
8 How do Jews celebrate?

To explain how and why Jews celebrate 3 festivals /
ceremonies.

Handed out in class.

Who will the Messiah be?

How do Jews celebrate?

Option: The Messiah will clearly be a real person.
To what extent do you agree?
Handed out in class.

Key Jewish festivals and ceremonies
9 Mazel tov!

To experience Jewish festivals / ceremonies.

Mazel tov!

Handed out in class.

Re-enact 2 Jewish celebrations.
10 REVISION
11 ASSESSMENT
12 Feedback
13 Extension

Revision

Subject:

Religious Studies

SoW Title:

Existance of God

Year

Year 9

Date:

2018/2019

Week

Title

1 What is Philosophy and Ethics?

2 Who is God?

3 Why do people believe in God?

4 What is the Cosmological Argument?

5 What is the Teleological Argument?

6 What is the Experience Argument?

7 What is the Inconsistant Triad?

8 Can science and religion agree?

9 Debate: It is impossible to have faith and be a dedicated scientist.

Assessment and Showcase
Pieces (minimum grade 6)

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

To describe and explain the concepts of philosophy and
ethics.

Defining philiosophy and Ethics
Basic introduction to different
philisophers and their philiosphies.

As set in class.

To explain Muslim and Christian interpretations and
understandings of God.

99 names of Allah
The Trinity
Main qualities of a Christian and
Muslim God - similarities and
differences.

As set in class.

To explain reasons for belief in God from different
perspectives.
To be able to express different opinions in a suitable manner.

Reasons for the belief in God.
Reasons people loose faith in
God/Religion.
Sharing personal beleifs.

As set in class.

To explain what the Cosmological Argument is.
To evaluate the Cosmological Argument for the existance of
God.

Meaning of the Cosmological
Argument.
Strenghts and weaknesses of the
Cosmological Argument.
Conclude the success of the
Cosmological Argument as a proof
for the existance of God.

As set in class.

To explain what the Teleological Argument is.
To evaluate the Teleological Argument for the existance of
God.

Meaning of the Teleological
Argument.
Strenghts and weaknesses of the
Teleological Argument.
Conclude the success of the
Teleological Argument as a proof
for the existance of God.

As set in class.

To explain what the Expereince Argument is.
To evaluate the Experience Argument for the existance of
God.

Meaning of the Experience
Argument.
Strenghts and weaknesses of the
Experience Argument.
Conclude the success of the
Experience Argument as a proof
for the existance of God.

To explain what the Inconsistant Triad is.
To evalaute the Inconsitant Triad has on Christian beliefs.

Defining the theory of the
Inconsistant Triad.
Considering the problems that
Christians may confront due to the
Inconsitant Triad.

As set in class.

To evaluate the relationship between religious beieif and
science.

Theories and beliefs about the
creation of the universe and
mankind.
Conflicts that occur between
science and religion.
Charles Darwin (scientist and
Christian)

As set in class.

To be able to form evidenced arguments in a formal debate.

Theories and beliefs about the
creation of the universe and
mankind.
Conflicts that occur between
science and religion.
Charles Darwin (scientist and
Christian)
Debate structure and strategy.

As set in class.

The Cosmological argument is
the greatest proof for God's
existence.' Essay (12 marker)
FARM structure

10 Revision
11 Assessment
12 Re-teach
13 Feedback

Mastery tasks

As set in class.

As set in class.
GCSE style assessment including
1-5 questions (30 minutes)

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

Subject:

Religious Studies

SoW Title:

Christian Beleifs and Practices

Year

Year 10

Date:

2018/2019

Week

Title

Assessment and
Showcase Pieces
(minimum grade 6)

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

1 What is the Nature of God?

To explain the key characteristics of the
Christian God.
To explain the concept for the Trinity.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

Key characteristics: omins and just.
Trinity - Father, Son and Holy spirit
with scriptual evidence.

As set in class.

What are the different interpretations
2 about Creation?

To explain the Chrisitian creation story.
To explain different interpretations of Genesis.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

Genesis - liberal, fundamental Catholic vs Protestant
The Fall? - link for later in course

As set in class.

What is Jesus’ Incarnation and
3 Crucifixion?

To describe the story of Jesus' crucifixion.
To explain the concept of Jesus as God
incarnate.
To explain the importance of Jesus as both God
incarnate and his crufixion to Christians.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

To explain the resurrection of Jesus and its
importance to Christians.
To explain the connection between Jesus
crucifixion, ressurection and salvation.
What is the Resurrection and how can it To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.
4 lead to Salvation?

What do Christians believe about
5 Judgement, Heaven and Hell?

To explain different Christian beliefs about life
after death.
To explain Christian concepts of judgement.
To explain different forms of salvation.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

What different types of worship are
6 there?

To explain different forms of worship.
To explain the importance of prayer.
To analyse the Lord's prayer and its importance
to Christians.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

What are the Sacraments? – Baptism
7 and Eucharist

To explain the seven Christian sacrements.
To explain the difference between infant baptism
and believers baptism.
To explain Holy Communion including different
ways of celebrating it and its significance to
Christians.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

Mastery tasks

Jesus as God incarnate - evidence
[Birth and scripture] and its importance
Story of Jesus' crucificion
Why Jesus had to die.
As set in class.
Story of Jesus' resurrection - including
prophecy
Salvation and how it is linked to Jesus
- his life, works, death and resurrection
Atonement - link to Jesus

As set in class.

Life after death - judgement day,
heaven, hell
Catholic view of Purgatory (historical
perspective)
Sin and salvation - the fall - Jesus'
death and resurrection
As set in class.
Types of worship - liturgical, nonliturgical, formal, informal, public and
private.
Types of prayer - private and public
The parable of the Pharisee and the
Publican
Lord's prayer - analysis

As set in class.

Seven Christian Scaraments
Comparison of different forms of
Baptism
Holy communion - Last Supper
Different forms of celebrating Holy
Communion.
As set in class.

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

To explain the importance of pilgrimage.
To compare two different types of pilgrimage.
To explain the importance of Christmas and
Easter.
To explain how Christians celebrate Christmas
and Easter.
Why is Pilgrimage important?
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
How do Christians celebrate Christmas Christians today.
8 and Easter and why?

What is the role of the Church both
9 locally and internationally?

What the mission?
How do Christians respond to
10 persecution?

11

Revision
Assessment

12

Feedback

13

Re-teaching

To explain the role of Church in providing Food
banks and Street Pastors.
To explain the importance of the Church world
wide.
To explain the work of the Christian community
to reduce poverty world wide.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.
To explain the growth of the Church.
To explain what the mission is and its purpose.
To explain Christian responses to persecution.
To evaluate how such beliefs influence
Christians today.

Two different pilgrimages - Iona and
Lourdes
Why Christians go on Pilgrimage
Reasos for celebrating Easter and
Christmas
Main ways each festival is celebrates
As set in class.
Foodbanks - their purpose and
connection to the Church
Street Pastors - purpose and
connection to the Church
The Churchs work to provide
reconciliation
Christian Aid - how it helps reduce
poverty
Different ways that Christians try to
help those in poorer countries provide emergency releif; provide long
term aid; prayer.

As set in class.

Define mission - its purpose
How the Church has grown
Responses to pursecution -prayer and
refuge

As set in class.
GCSE style
assessment including
1-5 questions [Both
Beleifs and Practice]

Subject:

Religious Studies

SoW Title:

Relgion and Life/Crime and Punishment

Year

Year 11

Date:

2018/2019

Week

Title

1

2

3

4

5

Review of Summer Work and Recap
How did man come to be?

Is abortion acceptable?

Should people have the right to die?
What do people believe about death
and the afterlife?
Mini-test
Should the punishment fit the crime?

6

Why do people commit crimes?
What is the purpose of punishment?

7

WORK EXPERIENCE

8

9

10

What is the purpose of suffering?

How should criminals be treated?

Can all crimes be forgiven?

11

What is the relationship between
religion, peace and conflict?

12

Revison

Assessment and
Showcase Pieces
(minimum grade 6)

Objective

Key Knowledge/Content

To review learning over the summer on Christian
Beliefs
To explain Muslims and Christian beliefs on the
origins of human life.

Key Christian Beliefs
Genesis
Evolution
Religion vs Sceince

As set in class.

To explain beliefs about abortion.
To evaluate the arguments for and against
abortion.

Legal position - UK today
Christian perspectives - when life
begins; for and against
Muslim perspectives - when life
begins; for and against

As set in class.

To explain beliefs about euthanasia.
To evaluate the arguments for and against
euthanasia.

Forms of euthanasia
Legal position - UK today
Christian perspectives - suffering;
God's plan; God's creation
Muslim perspectives - suffering; God's
plan; God's creation

As set in class.

To explain beliefs about life after death.
To evaluate whether death is the end.

Heaven
Hell
Purpose of life

As set in class.

Defining crime and punishment
Good and evil intentions
Concepts of Goof and Evil

As set in class.

To explain different views on crime and
punishment.
To evaluate different reasons for commiting
crimes.
To explain Christian and Muslim attitudes
towards criminals.
To explain the three main purposes of
punishment.
To evaluate how effective punishments are.

Mastery tasks

Resons for commiting crimes
Aims of punishment- retribution;
deterrence and reformation
CS - reformed criminals
As set in class.
As set in class.

To explain Muslim and Christian views on
suffering.
To explain differnt attitudes towards the death
penalty.

Attitudes to suffering -purpose of
suffering and causing suffering

As set in class.

To explain Muslim and Christian views on how
criminals should be treated.

Types of punishement - prison;
corporal punishment; community
service; death penality
Religious views of different
punishments

As set in class.

To explain different views on forgiveness.
To compare two different case studies.

Christian teachings on Fogiveness Jesus and forgiveness
Muslim teachings of Forgivness
CS - forgiving murderer

As set in class.

Defining peace, religion and conflict.
To explain the terms religion, peace and conflict. Concepts - Justice; Forgiveness;
To evaluate the connection between religion,
Reconciliation
peace and conflict.

As set in class.

To review prior content.

As set in class.

Links to resources e.g. 100% Sheets

13

Revision

To review prior content.

As set in class.

